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33% Tuition Increase Due This Fall
:r or those of you who haven t yet had the opportunil y to see the
new 1972-73 NEW YORK LAV. SCHOOL catalogue (complete with
J 952 photographs), tuition 1s going up
starting in the 1973 fall
term, full time day students will be paying 800.00 a semester,
an increase of '200. and evening students $600. ("up ($150 ). In
addition application fees have doubled.
Dean Rafalko said that no notice had been given to the students
because the raise wasn·t official yet and wouldn't be until the Board
of Trustees met on October 23, 1972.
The dean said he had had "to stick his neck out and print the
new rates in the catalogue before they became official because
it bad been necessary to send them off to the incoming first year
class.
Judge Froessel attributed the increases to the ever-rising costs
of running a law institution. He expects, though, that by the time

the tuition increase takes effect, the faculty wlll ~ increased by
at least two new profi:ssors.
Still, EW YORK LAW SCHOOL attracts those wbo can·t afford
other h.igher-priced inslituhons an.d the proposed increases won ' t
upset that situation according to Judge Froe:ssel who said, "Compared to other law schools in the metropolitan area, NEW YORK
LAW SCHOOL still has the lowest tuition and fees.
At NY1J Law School the tuition is $1,300 per semester. At Fordham, it's 1,200.
At. st. John's it is $75.00 per credit, which
averages to $1050 per semester.
At Brooklyn. Law S-cbool tuition is $750 per semester for tbe
day session. and is expected to go up September, 1973. However, the new, higher tuition rates will ef[ect only the incoming
class. Students already in the school will pay the old rate until
they graduate.

Dean Rafalko

N. Y. Practice

Will The Real Prof Stand Up
By JIM PAGANO

New York Practice I & 11 is
described In this year's catalogue
as follows·
''Procetiure in the civil courts
of the State of New York. Jurisdiction of tile courts; parties
to an action ... pleadings and
bills of particulars. Motion
practice; limitation of actibns;

Tony Bergamo and Lorin Duckman
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z, An A ternate Paper

By CARMEN COGNETTA, JR.

·z·,

an '·alternative newspaper" sponsored by the SBA, commenced publication on October 16. According
to Tony Bergamo, Publications Commitee Chairman. the basic
reason for the existence of Z is to provide information to the
students that normally would not appear in EQUITAS. It will
also be a vehicle for SBA to use to express its stand on different issues.
The idea for Z stemmed from
a proposal that a.a SBA newsletter be started.
Based on
this proposal, Tony Bergamo, a
third-year class representative
was appointed to head the Publication Committee. After considering the proposal Bergamo
decided to expand it into a newsJudge Charles W. Froessel
paper.
Tile publication policy of Z is bas resigned as chairman of the
that anyone (student or ra'culty) New York Law School Board of
Trustees . He had been chairman
can submit an article, however,
(1) it must be typed on a stencil for fifteen years. He will be
provided by the SBA Committee; eighty years old o.ext month.
An article ann.0W1cing the re(2) articles cannot contain obscenities; and (3) all articles signation appeared in the New
York Law Journal of October 25.
must be signed.
Bergamo hopes lo publish pri- No announcement of this most
mary notices, general infor- important event in the life of tbe
mation, wbere to obtain frei: school bad been made to the stu•
community services, such as dents prior to the appearance of
the article. They were left to
legal aid, abortions, etc. Berdiscover it in the same way
gamo stressed that Z will be
more of "an information oriented they have been left lo discover
publication.'' He went on to say other important events: by
that Z was "not 'in any way in clllnce and through. outside
competition with EQUITAS. We sources.
The judge's resignation was
are an alternate newspaper."
Bergamo continued, ''The SBA felt announced along with a number
that EQU1TAS covers news such of other changes in the board.
First. Judge Froessel, himas last year's graduates, alumni
news, an interview with Judge self, who was originally apFroessel. These stories must pointed to the board in 1955
be covered by EQUlT AS because was elected honorar¥ chairman.
of its role as a public relations
NEW CHAIRMAN
vehicle to the alumni. Z will

~~::~cer~~~~::;m~::~
'of
Judgi:ments;
particular
actions and- special proceed-

1
1~s eourse is taken in the
final year of law school and is
considered to be one of the most
impartant, if not the most im portant, that a student will take.
Professor Vincent LoLordo
was scheduled to teacb tbis
course, but alter three weeks
he was taken ill and notified
Dean Rafalko that he would be
unable to teach for a week or

so. Relying on this, the Dean
asked Professor Nathaniel Fensterstock to teach the course
to the day session.
Upon checking with Professor
Fensterstock, it was learned that
his services in. this regard w9uld
only be necessary for two weeks
as Prof. LoLordo was expected
back the week of October 9th.
When questioned as to why he
was asked to fill in, Prof.
Fensterstock related that under
the circumstances
and considering thal in his 35 years
of litigation in which b.e handled
over three thousand cases io
New York, bis experience alone
would qualify him to handle the
job. This was October 6, and
be also believed that Professor
LoLordo would be in that Monday.
Apparently, as of that time, no
provisions had a,s yet been made
for the evening students to make
up the six hours of class that
they had missed.

On October 9, I spoke with
Dean Walter Rafalko who ad-

vised me at that time that Professor LoLordo had been admitted tbat mornir)g to Englewood Hospital. The nature of
his illness was described as
pleurisy.
No, the Dean explained, be is faced with different set of facts. In the first
inst.a.nee, Professor LoLordo's
illness was not diagnosed as
serious and be was expected to
return in a week, two weeks at
most. In the present situation,
Professor LoLordo is hospitalized and it is uncertain as
to the length of his stay there,
and the length of his period
of recovery once hi: has been
released from the hospital.

a

SCHWARTZ FILLS IN
In the present situation, the

Dean has called upo.n another
faculty member to fill in for the
remainder of Professor Lo-

late News

Judge Froessel Resigns Post

Continued on page 8

John V. Thorton,

vice- pre-

sident of Consolidated Edison His service on the board, sevenwws elected to succeed Judge teen years, is the second longest
F.oessel.
in the school's history. Only
E. Donald Shapiro, vice- Mr. Goldstein has served for a
chairman of the Board of Editors longer period of time.
of the
NEW
YORK LAW
JOURNAL and a genera] partner in Andresen & Company, , - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
was elected vice-president of the
board. David Finkelstein, chairman of the board of Virginia
Iron, Coal & Coke Co., was
elected secretary-treasurer.
Hunter L. Delatour, a past
president of the New York State
Bar Association. was elected a
"Second year students will
trustee emeritus.
not have an el~ctive next
Re-elected as board president term," explained Dean Ra was Sylvester C. Smith, Jr., a
fallco, "because w-hen Trial
past president or the American
Techniques was mad a reBar Association. and former
quired course for first year
general coun.s el to the Prudential
students, the administration
Ins11rance Company of America.
had to find another time slot ·
for Family Law." The cour.se
was
pushed to the springterm
Tbe board also announced that
of second year thus leaving
the lobby of tbe Law School
no room in the 13 hour schewill be renamed for Judge
Froessel, who sat on the Court dule for an elective.
of Appeals from 1950 to 1963 . ......__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,

No Electives
For 2nd Year

Professor Lolordo
Lordo s absence -- this man
is Professor Louis E. SchwartL
Professor Schwartz will combine the day and the evening
sessions at a time which is
mutually agreeable to both th1!
students and himself. II this
cannot be worked out, the Dean
acting as an arbitrator will be
forced to make the decision.
Certain questions came to
mind immediately concerning

Continued on oage 8
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First Female Magister Reveals
Chapter Plans For Semester
This new school year Dwight
Inn will assume an active role
at • ew Yor La
chool. The
emphasis of our activities ill
be to increase our contacts witlun
legal pro/ession with much less
time devoted lo social activities.
As promised, this yeans shaping
11p lo b exciting and busy for
all members of Phi Delta Pht.
Many acb vities will be open to
non-members as well.
Doring the summer ·e bave
initiated plans wbicb will result
in placement assistance, speakers, tours and a varied social
calendar. Activities currently
wideMi y or being proposed are:
TOURS - Tbe Legal Ald society
(Harlem) Civil branch will conduct a tour of its office at 125th
Lenox Avenue for lbose students mterested in ·c1vLI representation or tbe poor.
We also will plan a to11r of a
large Wall Street law firm, ff
enough students are interested
ew York also of!ers more opporturuties tban most cities lo
visit and observe the judicial
process. we would like to set
up tours which would Include
informal meetings with judges ill
chambers.
POLICE OBSERVERS - Dean

Rafalko II.as offered to assist
us in setting up a program for
students to accompany ~ ew
York's Finest•· dunng tonrs oJ
duty.
SPEAKERS - The Unjted Farm
Workers
Union will send a
speaker to explain and discuss
Cesar Chavez· lettuce boycott .
Felice K. Shea, a senior stall
attorney at Legal A.id wiU speak
on Family Law and the indigent
cUenl.
We also plan to
Vite other
speakers from within the profession.
ncludi ng representatives from law eniorcemenl,
correctional mstilutions, organiz.ations such as The Vera Society.
The Association of the Bar or
the City of New York and The
Women·s La Center.

SOCIAL ACTJVJTIE

PACKAGES - We
e currently explorlllg special
:Vacation packages offered by a
GROUP AIR

the ran pledge class - one for
the Day Division and one ror the
Evening Division. Most committees
will also have cochairmen, one from each division.
SPRING SE fNAR - Another
project is our hope to present
a sem IJlar in the spring on opportunities within the legal pro!Year.
fession to include a broad specf PLACEMENT - This iS one of trum of speakers.
'our most ambitious projects. We
As one can see, our plans are
flan to set up two placement com- very ambitiou and will require
mittees, one eoncemed with a great deal of work from ALL
~lacement
within the greater the members of Phi Delta Phi
metropolitan area and the other in order for us to accomplish
to attempt to develop 'placement these goaJs . Without the help
in other states.
tSmerous or our brothers nd sisters e
letters have been mdllkl by us cannot, of course, expect to
to try to est blisb collacts with undertake such programs . We
out-of-state bar assocrations an<l firmly believe that membership
placement services as a first in Pill Delta Phi is for those who
step. We plan to ork closely are willing to work to further
with New York Law School's the ideals of Dwight Inn.
new placement omcer
FALL INITIATION - Plans are
Pat Carney. Mag1ster
still tentative. Two pledge
Linda elson,
masters will l>e appointed for
Vice Magister

ew Jersey orgamza.tton Some
packages available for Thanksgiving are· Parls 209. Costa
d 1 SOI, London or San Francisco
9. All fares plus $29 Tax.
Package generally includes jet,
tour nights hotel, breakfast
THEATER
PARTIES - Will
. gain be ottered, as U1
ere
popular ith themembershiplast

Campaigner's Aid= All-Purpose
Non-Slanderous Smear Speech
(Published by EQUlT AS as a
public
service in Uus hectic
political season)
My Jellow citizens, it I an
honor and a pleasure to be here
today. My opponent bas openly
admitted he reels an affinity toward your city, but I happen lo
like this area. It might be a

Scho larship Applications Available;
1

16 Awarded For Current Semester
By RENEE SACKS

NYLS students who wish to
apply for scholarship aid can
pick up an appllcation Crom Miss
Gravenhorst on the secood floor .
The applieallon asks for a detailed description of alUinancial
resources.
App\.icat\: ns tor Ule \~1l - 11\
school year ma.st be handed ui
before July J. 1973.

Last summer 16 NYLS students were awarded whole or
partial scholarships based or
both merit and need.
In the past, on ythose students
who had been awarded scholarships received notilicallon from
lhe school. Unsuccessful pplicanls received none.
Dean
Rafalko said th.at he bad not
sent out reJechon notices because that way be b d "more
fiex1billty . ,.
"The admnustration,' he said,
"doesn't kno who is showing

up until registration day. So
if a scholarship winner does
not show up at r!_gi~stration , his
scholarship can be turned over
to the next person on the list."
The Dean observed, however,
that the scholarship could still
be turned over to a runner-up
in the event of a "no-show"
winner. and that let ers o( r Jectton need not be sent sunultaneously with acceptance letters, but could be sent after-

wards.
NOTICE TO BE SENT

Dean Rafalko said that he realized it was very upsetting for
students who bad not received
aid not o be notified of the
facl.
This year , he said, BOTH
winners and losers would be notified before registration day.
Dean Raialko discussed the
possibility of advance regi.stra-

lion of scholarship winners as a
remedy for tills situation.
With advance registration, the
administration
would
know
exactly how many of the winners
planned to use the scholarships.
There would be plenty of time to
notify runners-up in the event
th t the original recipients failed
<>

&'-

"l> ..

To~•:: \ ..

u,

tration day, and to noh!y bolb
winners and losers early enough
to enable the latter to try to
make other plans .

JAB Places
Students In
Court System

evera.l • ev. York Lav. tudents are currently parUc1patrng
in a voluntary 1nternshtpprogram
in the N.Y .C. Crimmal Courts,
known as the Judicial Assistance
Bureau. These students devote
A minimum of IO hours a week
to their jobs for 8 weeks.
Mr. Golub, who was born in
Most of ttle students do the
Russia many years ago, came usual work of a law cler , into
ew York City as a child cludrng research from actual
and has resided there all of bis cases before lhe1r assigned Judge.
life He attended the ew York In the past. they have also enPublic Schools and graduated gaged in research projP.cts for
from the City College o! New The court administrator in such
York in 1924.He tben went on areas as arraignment guitl lines
to study law al the , ew York for civil court judges who sit
Law School and obtained his LLB in criminal court, incompetency
in 1927. He entered the auditing to stand trrnl
and
onthful
profession shortly thereafter and offender proceedings.
has remained in this field ever
The program rncludes a tour
since, applymg his koo.,,,ledge of or the entire criminal court systhe law to the auditing field . tem . with visits to the complamt
Hts long years of association room, detention pens, arraignwith the A WA have caused him ment parts and lhe various types
to becomeparhcularly impressed of rial parts.
by the ded.icatton of women i.o
.I.A.B. WlU beopentnthesprrng
medicine. He stated U1al II has lo second sem sler freshman as
been a sincere pleasure and pri- w ·11 as upperclassmen Students
vUege for b1m to work with these can set up heir own schedule
omen phys1c1 ns. As a group. to their conv mence and hat o!
he feels lb I they are outstand- the Judge they are assigned to.
ing and sincere women , who have The freshmen will receive a brief
had to overcome many obsl.acles course on cnmmal court prothrough the years in their me- c~ure before bemg given a court
dical careers
assignment

NYlS Alumni Receives Award
The American Medical Wo- on Aging. In past years she was
men ·s .Assoc1ation. Inc. will pre- a recipient of the Elizabeth Blaeksent the Camille 'dermod Aware well Award given by the AMWA.
!or 1972 for outstanding service
to Mr Charles Golub of New The award m her honor was
York City, New York. at its established in 1970, lo be given
57th Annual Meeting to be held to a lay rndividual, associated in
at the Christopher Ion m Colum- some way with the A WA, who
bus. Ohio, from No ember 11-14, !lad performed outstandtng service tn its behal£.
1972.
Mr. Charles Golub, C.P.A.,has
The ·:c mille Mermod Award"
was establtslled in honor of Dr . been the auditor Ior the AMW A
Cam ill
termod of ew Jersey, for over 20 years His associathe long llm editor of the "Jour- tion ,nth the A fWA beµn iD
nal of the merican Medical Wo- a very Informal manner many
men's Association," and an out- years· ago. Al that lime, bis
standing woman physician. Dr office was next to th offlce of
A and from lime lo
ermod , ho is
past pres1- tbe A,
den of Ule Amer1 n omen's ltme. lbe oUice manager for lbe
Associatlon, and a member of A ,t A would ask tlis opinion co.nthe New J rsey Medical Woman's ceming some problems that the
Association, LS a diplomat ol tbe Association was experienci"g
l ays v.1lllng to help someone
American Board of Internal Me·itb a problem, Mr-. Golob often
d1cme and h American Board
or pathology. Dr. Mermod , ho came to th rescue or the Assohas be n In practlc !or over ciation. When his obvious value
50 years In the State of ev. lo the Association was recogJerse . has received many ho- nized, fr . Golub was formally
nors and beJd high prof ssionaJ asked to become tts auditor. In
positions In the area. For the tlie ensu.lng years he has not
only acted as auditor. but frepast 15 y ars she ha been a
leader m the ueld of Genatrics, quently has given advice on legal matters, and sug estJons on
and was invited to ashington b
the Pres1d nt of the Umted States business matters to he Assoto participate m lb Conference ciation.

Love is the most unnatural
human emotion; although we
have learned to transplant the
human heart, we have not learned to transtorm it. Commit an

unnatural act: love one ano•
ther.
Or. Larry T. McGehee,
Chance.II or,
The University of Tennessee

salubrious place to him, but to
me. it is one o! the natlon·s
most delightful garden spots.
When I embarked on lbls political campaign, r hoped that it
could be conducted on a high
level and tllat my opponent would
be willing to stick to issues.
Unfortunately, be has decided
to be tractable instead - - to
indulge in unequivocaJ language,
to eschew the use or outright
lies in his speeches and even
to make
repeated veracious
statements about me.
At first I tried to ignore these
scrupulous unvarnished Iidelities. ow I will do so no longer.
I! my opponent wants a fight,
he's going to get one.
It might be instructive to start
with his background. My friends,
have you ever dlslOdged a ro_ck
on the ground and seen hat
was underneath? Well, exploring
my opponent's l)ackground is dissimilar. All the slime and filth
ana corropuon you can possibly
imagine, even in your wildest
dreams,
are glaringly nonexistent in this man's Me . And
even during his cbilrlhood'. II is
a known fact th I he emulated
older bo)'S at a certain playground. It 1s also known that
his parents p rm1tt.ed h11n to
mas11cate exce :;ively in their
presence Most explicable 01 aJl,
Uus man exacerbated his own
sister when they
re hoth 1eenagers.
Of course, it 's not surprising
that be should have such a typically pristine back.ground - no,
not when you consider the other
members of bis family:
The men in the family are
completely amenable to moral
suasion. My opponent 's second
cousi'-. 1s a tonnon His sister
once worked :1s a proselvte outside a church
His lather
was secretly chagrined at leasl
a dozen times by matters of a
pecuniary nature . His greataunt expired from a degenerative
disease. His nephew subscribes
to a phonographic
magazlile
H1s
w1l
was a th •spiao
before
then
marn.ig c- J.nd
even performeu the act in
front of payrng customers And
Ills own mother had to resign
from a women 's organization rn
her later years because she was
an admitted sexagenatian.
Now what shall we say or the
man himself" I can tell you
in solemn truth that he is the
very antithesis of political radicalism. economic irresponsibility, and personal depra vi1y.
His own record proves that he
bas frequently discountenanced
treasonable un-American philosophies and h s perpetrated many
overt acts as well He perambulated bis inf nt son on the
street. He practiced nepotism
with bis uncle and flrst cousin.
lie attempted to mterest a 13Y ar-old p:irl in philately.
Continued on page 3
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Firms Look For Experience;
Want 'Responsible' People
By STEPHEN LA COUNT
1.
How would you describe
the relationship of
ew York

Law School to the other law
schools in the New York Community?
I think the school has a go<'d
relationship with the other law
schools in the community. Other
schools have been most willing
to cooperate with me .
'2.An
academic comparison
more what I had in mind here.
I'm not lll a position to com ment on that yet. I'll be more
qualified to speak on tllat after
I return from a placement conference at N.Y.U . in November
which will deal with bow aca demic criteria can best perform
to the standards of the business
community. Tilus far the placement service here at New York
Law bas had as its highest priority establishing connections and
scheduling interviewers . At this
point we must be primarily concerned with our immediatefunction - placing New York Law
School graduates in the legal
community.
3. Would you risk an adjective comparison?
From my brief assessment
of the academic situation here it is quite comparable to that
of Columbia and N.Y.U. in terms
of method and procedure.
4. Many students feel that
New York Law School h.as failed
to provide adequate "clinical"
programs which would give practical experience.
I'm atcemptmg- lo iret at my
sources to set up clinical programs. New York Law School
alumni can be particularly helpful here . I've made inquiries to
set up a work - study program.
However, I await further consultation with Dean Rafalko, tbe
faculty, and the city or New York
to explore those possibilities by
which we can get our students
out into the city.
5. How can the student im prove his qualificalioas independent of the school?
There is only one avenue for
this - work experience. The student must go out and hustle.
Work experience is available
il the student is willing lo dig door to door if necessary.
Ideally, this should begin at the
first year. They're doing this
at Harvard and Yale, digging and
getting into legal work of all
kinds.
The people who have
work experience have a much
easier time getting a job. Tbese
are the resumes which get a second look from the hiring attdrneys.
6. Are you implying that the
night students have an advantage?
The night students certainly
have a better angle at future
employment because they can
obtain experience more readily .
However, this experience can
take many forms such as volunteer work with Legal Aid Society,
Vista, a law clerk position, legal
researcher, or a Quasi- legal
field . The important thing is
to be out in the legal community
asking questions, learning, and
meeting people. It all comes
down to this.

[ L] aw school is a fearsome
bore. Sometimes it is fearsome.
Sometimes it is boring. Most of
the time it is both. This whole
fact has become so overpower•
ing that even law professors who
who usually are able to ignore
facts have had to face up to it.
Thomas L. Shaffer,
Dean.
Notre Dame Law School

Carl Sabatino, Director of Placement
7. What about law review bow big a brownie point is it?
From my conversation with
hiring attorneys, law review is
not the most important aspect
of a resume, if in fact that's
the only thing the student bas
done. A variety of experience
is most important. Law firms
are looking for 'mature individuals' - people who are willing
to assume responsibility immediately, now! This implies
work experience. I gather this
from a very bard two months
experience.
8.
Are there any "o_pen"
fields in the legal community"?
L'm no su.re. 1'he law Ue\d
is in a period of change. At
the latest New York Alumni Association Luncheon there didn't
seem to be any one particular
field opening up at this time.
However, this development can
be inferred from the active world
· siloatiom. With the increased
world trade, law
firms are
moving into the field of international law to a greater degree.
The students who have inquired
in my office about this field are
getting interviews. My own reading. and it seems to be clear
from tire Wall Street Journal,
is that with the modern developments of a common market state
increased
U. S.
trade with
Russia and China, the development
of
Africa' s
multiindustries, etc. there has to be
increasing openings in this field

Freshmen Reps
Seek
Active Role
Eight men and two women will
represent the freshman class in
the Student Bar Association this

ear. The new representatives
-re elected on the basis of
-minute speeches in which
called for fundamental
change.. in academic policy.
Voluntary attendance, greater
student participation in admini.strative decision-making and the
need tor more electives were
cited as areas for SBA action .
Freshman
representatives
from the dayd.ivisionareAndrew
Brucker, steve DeFiore, Patti
Donlevy, Alan Fraade and Ron
Goldfarb. Evening students elected
Maureen Freeman, Art
Goldberg, Steve Lo Presti, Dick
Muller and Joel Weinstein .
At the [irst SBA meeting,
freshman formed the ma jority
o! students present. Should that
situation continue, 0111e representative noted , freshmen will have
a greater than expected voice
in SBA decisions.

of international law. Patient
law firms are actively recruiting people (Bell Labs in _particular). Yet, only two people
have expressed an interest in
this field so far this year .
9. Do you have any general
observations?
rd like to say that students
here should be attuned to the
situation in the
community.
There can
be relevant experience, if the student is willing
to extend himself and get into
the field or bis interest with
special emphasis on depth. and
accepting all responsibility offered.

Political Clubs
Not Recognized

By NYLS
No political clubs are recognized by NYLS, said Dean
Rafalko.
The Republican Club, for
example, is not recognized
as an official school organization, and it receives no
Iunds from the school. It
is recognized, rather as a
group of individuals engaged
in promulgating the aims and
objectives of the Republican
party.
"The school," stated the
Dean , "is oeutraJ."
However. if individuals wish
to meet in school, and facilities are availabe (For instance, in an empty classroom
during the Common
Hour), they are allowed to
hold their meeting and to post
notices of it in the school.

---
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SBA PRESIDENT

QUESTIONS
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B y LORIN DUCKMAN
How about some more rele- the clouds . High pressure teachvant electives? How about some ing techniques are a thing of the
more faculty? How about a com- past . Highly motivated. students
fortable place in which to study? do not have to be scared into
How about a comfortable place learning, they sim.ply have to be
to sit and converse? How about taught.
classrooms where everyone can
SBA does not talk to the frahear all the questions asked? ternity . The fraternity does not
How about a.n examination period talk to the placement director.
without the "GESTAPO"? How The women (one of our most
about a school bulletin bent on valuable student groups) have
attracting students to a 20th century institution? How about more ' . . . - - - -......,....
students relating to one another? 'How about a clinical program for students who do not
wish to work {or the DA ? How
about a few law firms Interviewing graduating students? How
about students sitting on faculty
committees? How about a few
more alumni offering their time ,
offices , or contacts to their alma
mater? How about a lot of things.
Recent alumni (those who were
graduated within the last five
years) know what it is like to
go to school here . Have you
no mercy? Joi.v. the Alumni Association and try to give us a band.
You people still can feel the energy or the times which many
of those in power here have
their own problems of consciouslost. You will find that the students who are here now were
ness and futures. The law reat Columbia when you applied
view secretes in the cavern on
to law school.
the sixth Ooor. The dean does
There is a lot or bitterness
his
at the beckoning of tile
in classes. 1t is caused by what
trustees. The trustees do their
some think is an unfeeling attithing-making sure that attendance
tude of proiessors towards stuis ta.ken.The third year students
dents. Its very valid in some
in the day and the fourth year
cases and not in others, The
students at night light for jobs.
end result is that students are
its a travesty o! educational
more prone to turn off to the
efficiency. 1f this school gave
whole curriculum and even rea degree in life, no one would
ject the slight rays of sunlight
pass.
which sometimes sneak through
Are we all so tied to the
struggle of head versus torts,
contracts and tile UCC that we
cannot develope our humanity at
the same tirne? Does the school
Contjnued from page 2
have to cloak itself in such an
He has been deliberately adverse
intimidating jacket that first year
to crime in our city streets. He
students are airaid to join the
has urged our Porlestant and
SBA for fear of being labeled
Jewish citizens to develop more
and flunked out? Is the school' s
catholic tastes. Finally. at a
position so tenuous that a chapter
time when we must be on our
of the NLG was not allowed to
guard against all foreign isms,
function here because it was a
he has coolly announced bis bepolitical group and thus a threat
lier in altruism - and his ferto democracy? Abusive, abrasive,
vent hope tllat some day tllis
prohibitory? Who knows?
entire nation will be altruistic!
I pose these questions to no
I beg you, my friends, to opone in particular, because I do
pose tllis man whose life and
not know whom to pose them to.
work and ideas are so openly
This institution is desperately
and avowedly compatible with
in need of a fix-preferably crysour American way or life. A
tal meth - to enable it to pick
vote for him would be a vote
its bead up. If you can help, please
for the perpetuation or everythmg
do. We need · all we can get.
we bold dear.
The facts are clear and the
record speaks for itseif. Do
The people who pay for the
your duty.
walnut paneJed offices are paying not to change society, but
*****
(c) 1970 by E.C. Publications.
to keep it the way it is .by U$The Non-Slanderous Political_
ing the law to protect it.
Smear Speech appears in THE
LANGUAGE OF MAN, Vol. 5,
Knight Newspapers
published by McDougal, Littell,
and Company.

thing

CAMPAIGNER'S AID

0isco 0ancing

----

Never a cover charge!
1442 THIRD AVE. / BET. 81st-82nd STS.
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,~QUITAS

WHAT'S1
BETWEEr

EDITORIALSll

A CRISIS OF THE SOUL
Some years ago, the title of a pop·
ular TV game show posed the ungram·
matical but challenging question, "Who
Do You Trust?" But in recent years,
Americans seem to have been asking a
far more serious and disturbing ques·
tion, playing a far more cynical, unhappy game: "Who Can You Trust?" There
is a great doubting abroad in the land,
a gnawing canker nesting in our social
fabric, a voracious parasite destroying its
host. We have, to a dismaying extent,
lost the habit of believing what our government and our leaders tell us. Our so•
cial moorings have been loosened. We
are adrift.
Maintaining a questioning attitude toward government and a wary eye on the
powerful is healthy and desirable; liberty
demands vigilance, and effective citizenship requires critical thought. But when
we find so many people doubting the ef•
ficacy of our institutions such as the

press and the courtsj when we feel so
overcome with malaise and melancholy·
that we seek ever more longingly and
frequently the opiate of nostalgia, then
we find the wary eye blurred, the questioning attitude become bitter and self.
doubting.
Too many Americans feel oppressed
or neglected--or, ironically and infuriat•
ingly, both--by government. Too many
of the young are desultory, despairing of
the future. Too often we appear to be
part of the "get-away-with-whatever·
you-can" gene,::ation, the "What's the
difference, who cares?" era of deception, mistrust, and apathy. This, we be•
heve, is a problem of major and urgent
concern to our national leadership, regardless of who wins the impending election: restoring America's confidence
in her government, in her· .goals, and,
most of all, in her troubled, searching
spirit.

WHY DON 'T THEY TELL US
All of us are caught in the spiral of

rising costs. EQUIT AS understands that
NYLS is not immune from the phenomenon. Professors, too, must eat. The
school must make improvements and repairs. It must buy books and equipment.
Therefore, we must think it would be
unrealistic to protest the rise in tuition.
We are also aware that even with the
increase, the tuition of our law school is
low in comparison to that of other law
schools.
What we do protest, is the way in
which students found out about the increase. Someone got a new bullitin and
said, "Hey, did you hear ... ?"
Information as important as this
should not begins as a rumor. As intelligent adults, the students of NYLS deserved the courtesy of a letter from the

?

administration, not defending the action,
not even explaining it, but simply telling
us about it.
The way in which the students found
out about the raise created resentment-totally unnecessary, it must be added.
This unnecessary resentment makes it
more difficult for students and faculty
to sit down together and discuss substantial issues.
This is sad because however much we
may differ in our means, we are surely
united in our goal, which is to have a
great law school, turning out welltrained lawyers who can compete successfully for jobs in a very competitive
market and then perform those jobs in
such a manner- as to bring credit to both
themselves and the school.

When a NYLS student switches from
night to day school at the end of his first
semester of his first year he owes the
school both credits and residence hours.
According to the rules of the New
York Court of Appeals, each week of a
part-time program is deemed equal to ¾
of a week of a full-time program.
At the end of one year of day school
a student had completed 32 ~oints. At
the end of a year of night school 24.
When a student switches from night
to day session at the end of the first
year, he owes the school 8 hours of residence credit.
If he goes to summer school, he must
take at least 4 points (eight class hours}
to get any residence credit at all.
But, there is a catch to this, according to Mrs. Wenz, who works on the certificates of attendance for bar exam purposes.
"Because our summer school pro·
gram is a night or part-time program,
students can get only ¾ of 8 hours or
hours residence time eaci1 summer. ' '
Thus when a student switches from
night to day school at the end of his first
year, he rnust attend summer school for
two summers to make up the residence
credit he needs. The first summer he will
earn only six hours. He must go back the
next summer and t ake another four
points--eight hours--(no residence c--reclit- it cannot be strongly enough emphasized- is given for two points or four
hours) even though all he owes t he
school are two more hours.
If he switches at the end of one semester, he owes the school four weeks
of residence credit. This can be made
up over one summer. (Remember, you
must take two courses to get this credit.)
Eighty points are needed for graduation.
" If a student lacks some time or
point requirement at the en d of his
three or four year stay in law school,
he can petition the Court of Appeals
for a waiver when he is ready to take the
bar examination.

EQllfAS
STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF NEW YOR K
LAW SCHOOL

LSD: A MIND-EXPANDING TRIP

EDITORIAL BOARD
R ichard C. Entin

Re n e e Sa cks

A lan M. S chwa rtz

LAYOUT EDITOR
Ca rme n Cogne tt a, J r.

The look of shock or bemusement appearing on the faces of the uninitiated
when they spot posted announcements
headed "LSD," illustrates a lamentable
unfamiliarity with an important, if mis·
leadingly initiated, professional organization.
Membership in the American Bar Association's Law Stud.net Division is a
two-pronged imperative. In a personal
sense, subscriptions to the ABA Journal
and "The Student Lawyer" offer many
pertinent and informative articles on legal topics and trends. Professionally, the
LSD provides the embryonic attorney
with an opportunity to meet and work
with others in his or her chosen legal

specialty, with "section memberships"
in twenty-one areas, including Business
Law, Criminal Law, International Law,
Labor Relations, and Natural Resource
Law. For those who have not yet decided on a particular field of specialization, section publications can be helpful, thought-provoking guides.
Bob Winnemore (4-E), NYLS's representative to the LSD, can supply further
information, and application forms. ThJ
more members our student body produces, the greater will be the school's involvement in hwat the ABA calls its own
primary raison d'etre; "Service to the

law."
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B rian Meyer
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POINT OF V I E W - - - - - - -,

HE DIFFERENCE
JNIGHT AND DAY?
BY RENEE SACKS

ther law schools: Summer school programs are
changing from part-time to fu11-time study.

)OKLYN LAW SCHOOL

ln Brooklyn, one cannot start on the
t program and transfer to the day.

problem of how much credit one
earn in summer session for transfer
oses when one enters a full-time
am does not exist here.
he summer program at Brooklyn is
n only to the students of the night
i<JI'am as a convenience to them so
t they may cany a lighter classload
ing the winter.

RDHAM
fo summer session. Part-time stuts who wish to transfer to a full-time

gram are told to attend NYU or some
er school where there is a full sumr school program. A student must
•nd two summers in school and take
tr more class hours to gain the necesy credit to make up the ¼ year he
·es when he switches from a part-time
a full-time program of studies.
EQUITAS spoke with Dean Robert
on who was extremely helpful. He
nted out that New York State law
ool students were technically on nothat their summer programs wece in
forrnity with the Court of Appeals
es and law schools were deemed to
e actual notice. Therefore, they had
make sure that the summer programs
students attended were in conformwith the rules.
Dean Hanlon pointed out that New
rk State had one the most restrictive
:s of regulations of any state. But a
n-New York resident who attended an
t-of-state school which met none of
~ standards of the court could easily
t a waiver to take the bar exam. So
uld a New York resident who had atrided an out-of-state school. (In Michm, for example, summer school pro-

L__

More Concerning
Su1111er School
Second year students who went
to summer school last summer
and took Commercial Transactions IT and another course
hoping to lighten each semester's
load a bit were disappointed
when Commercial Transactions
11 suddenly became Commercial
Transactions I.
"From now on," said Dean
Rafalko, "second year students
who attend summer school will
be able to choose a course from
the spring semester as well as
the fall. The present third and
fourth year students were able
to do this last summer."
"The problem for the second
year students," said the Dean,
"was that summer school could
offer only two-hour classes.
The only two-hour classes that
second year students have in
spring are Evidence n, which 1s
a year ·s course and Family
Law.··
"The possibility of teaching
Family Law in the S1Jmmer will
be offered to the Faculty Curriculum Committee for their
approval," said the Dean.

grams are only five weeks long.)
The court rules fall with the greatest
severity on the New York resident in the
New York School.

As a matter of fact, there are parttime day students now.
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
There are only five part-time students in NYU out of a student body of
over 1,200.
There is a summer semester and there
are classes five days per week. If students take 4 points (no credit is given
for less) they earn ½ of a part-time semester. If they take 5 to 7 points, they
earn l/2 of a full-time semester.
NYU works on a rather complicated
decimal point system. To graduate one
needs 1.000. At the end of a full-time semester a student earns .167, at the end
of a part-time semester .125. Full-time
summer school earns .083 and part-time

tZ' WELCOMED
Z bas been billed as an alteroative newspaper.
z is not
an alternative; rather it happens
to be a complement. Wllere
some might think that it ensts
only to compete with EQUIT AS,
that is not the case at all. Z
fills a void that EQUIT AS cannot
possibly fill.
Since we are in. law school
primarily to become lawyers
and not journalists, there arises
a list of priorities. EQUITAS
is published periodically. It
is physically impossible with our normal student workload to
about UDDecessary diffi~ulties.
publisll issues every week or
This is an EDITORIAL BOARD
even every other week. Therepolicy, and the fact that we refrain from printing everything
fore, it is difficult for us to stay
that fits does not make EQIJIT AS
oo. top of all the news . There
any less the student newspaper,
arises then the fact that the
We have priorities and we leel
EDITORlAL BOARD must deterthey are valid.
mine what is newsworthy as or
On the other hand, Z, since
tbe time or publication.
it is only a low cost mimeoThus the void is filled with an
graphed publication that is disS.B.A . newsletter that appears
tributed only to the students
every other week.
Also,
here at the school, can attack
EQUTT AS is mailed not only to
relatively ·minor problems and
the students and alumni of the
grievances with a no-holdslaw college, but it is also sent
to various judges and officials
barred approach. This alone is
in the metropolitan area. We
a valid reason for Z 's existence.
therefore shy away from scurri1t deserves student support.
lous issues that are purely in. ternal, and which tend to bring
Rick Entin

'LETTERS T.O THE EDITO~

.063.

Thus a student who goes six parttime semesters and two full-time summers end up with .999. He then has to
petition the Court of Appeals.
Ms. Diane Lattimer, Dean Hanley's
assistant, told EQUITAS that part-time
students were urged to attend at least
orte full-time semester to put them safely "over the top." Also if the school
in reviewing the student's record saw
that the student was going to be short,
he was urged, well in advance of his
scheduled bar examination~ to petition
the Court of Appeals.
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL
No sum.mer school whatsoever. Columbia students cannot take courses during the summer to merely lighten their
load. Special permission must be obtained by petition to the rules committee and the Dean. Permission will be
granted only for unusual reasons--"compassionate reasons only." The amount
of credits that can be had during the
summer is solely at the discretion cif the
rules committe·e.

ST. JOHN'S LAW SCHOOL
There is a full summer program
four days a week--morning, noon and
night. qenerally, students .go to summer
school to lighten their load. St. John's
adheres strictly to the Court of Appeals
regulations. Students can take up to six
credits during the summer. Most take
four.
Students can transfer from night to
day or day to night if positions are open
and they are not beyond the first year.
Night students are required to go
four years at night and one summer.

NOTICE
Typographical errors. if any,
are the fault of the publisher
and not that of the Editorial
Baord.

EQUIT AS lrivit-. its rudn to write "Lettlll's to the Editor" on ■ny
topic relnant to th■ N- Vo,k L■w School community. Th■ right to
edit ltmen to conform to 9R■a requiremenu is ,_rvH. by Equit:11,.
Letters should be sent elth-er to the Editor of EQUITAS, New York Law
School, N.Y.C., N.Y. 10013, or deposited In the EQUITAS mailbox' on
the main floor of the law school bulldln1.

CAMPISE DISCUSSES CASES
Gentlemen;
Shocked though r was to see
Professor Komer smoking, I was
even more amazed to read on
Page I of the September 28 issue
of "Equitas" that the New York
Court of Appeals in Oliver v
Postel had adopted the dissenting opinion in Unitect' Press
Ass'n v. Valente written by Judge
Froessel. Unfortunate! y, I believe
that this is not so. In the Fostel
case, the Court carefully distinguished Valente, by stating that
the trial judge in a criminal
proceeding does have the discretion to close that proceeding
to th:e public and the press when
the circumstances warrant; but
that one of those authorizing circumstances was not to "punish
the contumacious conduct of the
press." This, said Chief Judge
Fuld, is clearly an abuse of the
trial Judge's discretion, and was
the pivotal reason tbat the public, i.e. the press won in that
case.
Valente, on the other hand, held

that a c.riminal trial could and
should be closed to the public
when the testimony or other evidence was of a sordid and salacious nature. Judge Froessel
dissented in Valente upon his interpretation of Section 4 of the
Judiciary Law. His argument,
based upon the Legislative history of section 4, the Common
Law of England, and upon sound
application of a system of checks
and balances was that under no
circumstances could a criminal
trial be closed from the public
or press; that a criminal trial
was a public trial. Though I
personally agree with this proposition as expounded by Judge
Froessel, which I further believe
is supported by the US Constitution, VI Amendment , it is not yet
the law of New York.

Sincerely
James F. Campise
Eve class of '74

STUDENT IRRESPONSIBILITY SCORED
DEAR EDITOR,
It is unfortunate that in any
group, institution or organization
the doers, workers or results oriented people areintheminority.
New Jersey practice students
received copies of zeroxed1orms
(130 pages) at a voluntary cost
of $2. 50. Out of fifty sludents,
fourteen paid, the remainder (with
exception of a few) justified their
actions by statements of ' F- - - the
school', or 'I've been ripped off
[or three years' .
This same attitude is reflected
in most of tbe school's activities.

handful of people work on
various school projects and noncredit clinical programs. When
cases or information for later
assignments are not zeroxed, or
a school service is not supplied,
or requests for lectures and additional programs are denied, maybe the administration will be
justified.
I apologize to those of my
fellow students who do not comprise the aforementioned automatons.
A

Thank you,
Tony Bergamo
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Simonetti Tells Of China Trip;
Found People Proud, Optimistic

Law Forum News
Invitation is on the basis of
the comments which they write.

By LINDA SOSNOWITZ

T.be New York Law Forum is
the la revie or e · York La
Sc.boo!.
The Forum appears
quarterly, and a Iree copy is
available to each student m the
school.
An ttempt 1s made
to include articles of interest
and utility to the legal community, written by members of the
profession.
Members of the
Forum also contribute material
in the form of comments on
recent cases and notes on a
specific topic
MEMBERSHIP

Tbe Forum staff and Editorial
Bo rd include members or both
tbe day and evening divisions.
There are presently thirty-five
stud nts acthely participating in
the Law Forum. Members ofthe
day school are invited to become
candidates at the completion or
the first semester; members of
the night division at the end
of their first year. In addi lion, a second group of !.irstyear day students is invited
the end of the first year.

NEW PUBLICATION
The Forum this year plans a
symposium onforeigninvestment
in Japan, centering on Japanese
laws and legal problems for
American investors. We also
plan to publish a two-part symposium on professional sports,
with
articles on the reserve
clause, anti-trust questions: contracts of minors, black_-outs of
sports events, and shifting of
franchises. Tbe final issue ill
contain articles on various subjects including the Knapp Commission Report, and mental
health and tile law.
It is the purpose of a la
review nolonlytopublisharticles
but also to further the education of law students. Forum
members spend many hours to
produce each issue and much
of that Ume is devoted to research and writing.
We look forward to an mteresting and exciting year in the
Forum office, and we look forward to your participation nd
sup_port.

.!r
Patrn:k Simonetti first
gamed fame at ew York Law
School last winter as the man
most responsible for selling to
the new Clunese Delegation to
the Uruted
ations their first
permanent headquarters at th
Lincoln Squar Motor lnn. midtown Manhattan. As a result or
the fnendsbips he develop d with• in the mission,Mr. Simonetti was
offered an opportunity to be one
of the few Americans allowed
to travel in China this past
summer. An East Asian studies
maJor in college, lluent 10 Mandann. and currently a fourth
year evemng student here at
NYLS, Mr. imonett1 recreated
bis experiences in an tn!ngw.ng
one hour slide presentation of
h1s four week nsit to the mainland This program was span
sored by Phi Delta Phi
:fr Simonetti entered China
through Hon Kong and was then
met by a personalcbauf!eurguide
provided by the Chinese Travel
Service
to accomp ny llim
throughout bis travels.
Touring through the outb or
China Mr Simonetti observed
the Cantonese people laboring
at their daily routine of either
fishing or thrashing rice in the

hot 120 degree summer sun.
These workers lived on corn munes with an averagepopulation
ol 60,000 people. The spirit or
the v.orkers m their production
brigade was one Of optimistic
pride.
It llas only b en in the last
ten years that the Chinese peosantry h ve been able to overcome the problems of drought
and famine wll.ich have plagued
their
people
for
literally
thousands of years.
Every commune is a seU-sur£icient entity which has al its
bub a facto y producrng its m· nuractnrmg requirements. , ages
are paJd (o the commune by the
government when production quolas are met and lhen <ilstributed
to the workers as rewards and
production incentives.
The people in the cltyofShanghai seemed to ditfer little from
those on the communes except
that here ther~ wer no farmers.
The architecture which characterizes the center city is dorn 10ated by a pre-revolution British UI.fluence changed only by
its cleanliness, and the neon signs
and posters which praise Mao
and offer bis philosophy.
Some of the factory workers

EQUIT AS Begins Name That Case Contest
Ca.n you identify these three
laJJdmark cases creatively, captured by the talented hand of
Frank Minichino (4-E) ex.elusively for EQmT AS?
Each drawing visually represents the basic issue and/or
parties
involved
in
these
important. actions. The first
correct response received in our
office by Nov . ZO wins a year's
FREE subscription to EQUlTAS.
EQUITAS plans to publish these
aster Wor.ks as a regular
feature to remind students of
crucial
litigation, to develop
further original legal insights,
and to prove to Frank's wile
that be's really been here studylag law all tho e nights.
(Answers in next issue)

Loo"- f'tll •!t S WAG Ni R. J
( LE. T MIZ MAKE" AN
OfHA. 70i.& C: Ath./OT

RE fut£ ...

JUS11C£ DID PREVAIL
TWO

PLEAS£.

TO~OCl(~Y

J

6EACti

!

ar fortunate enough to live m
the modern hi-rise apartment
houses,
notable improvements
over the shacks the Chineses
people were accustomed to before the revolution: Today, these
shacks are still maintained behind the apartment buildmgs in
order to continually emphasize
the difference between life before and alter liberation .
In the apartments themselves,
it 1s not unusual to find three
familles sharrng one kitchen with
only two modestly furmshed
rooms to themselves. While the
other workers live in I ss admirable sur-roundings, the differences in the standard or liviog
are Inconsequential and lhere are
no slums.
Mr Simonelli pointed out that
every visit lo either a commune
or to an apartment complex was
concluded with an informal discussion with thelocaJ Revolutionary Committ e which sought both
criticisms and ideas.
While Mr Simonetti was often
treated as a celebrity and speciaJ
rriend of the Chmese p ople because of his work with the Chinese delegation, he personally
bebeves that any American tourist would receive a warm welcome from the Chinese . As a
part of its poli heal ph1 losopby,
the
PeopJe·s government has
been unusually careful to maintain a strict dichotomy between
its portrayal or the merican
people and the American government. Only the latter, Mr. Simonetti, felt would bave trouble
visiimg the mainland.
Pass10g by tea houses, ancient
temples and orile · s. tJ • • \,\r
Simonetti's toul' was dramatized
by bis visit to the Northwest to
the revolutionary hideouts of Mao
Here Mao spent thirteen years
h1dmg from Chang Kai Chek's
ationalist Government . 1t as
in these hills that Mao composed
lus best political commentaries.
This atmosphere contrasts
sharply with a visit to Peking
where mammoth pictures oiStal in, Lenin, iarx, Engels and
Mao nank the walls of the Great
Hall .
~r. Simonetti concluded 11:tat
with the thaw rn diplomatic re·lations between China and the
United States it may be possible
Jor us to spend next summer
in the People·s
Republic . If
interested write :
The Peoples Republic of China
Embassy to Canada
100 Bronson St., Ottawa, Canada.
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Exclusive EQUIT AS Interview

John Marchi Discusses New York's Problems
AND THE LAST WHITE MOVES
OUT. " IN THE LIGHT OF THAT
COMMENT, WHAT ARE YOUR
John Marchi has been a
VIEWS
ABOUT SCATTERING
S tate Senator from Sta ten IsLOW INCOME HOUSING IN HIGH
land since /952. He successINCOME
NEIGHBORHOODS,
fully def; a1ed J ohi1 Lindsey/
FOR EXAMPLE FOREST H1LLS?
111 the 1969 Republican may·
No, scatter site housing is
oriaf f)rimary. He is currenrlv
precisely the wrong approach.
running fnr re-election
I think that this is certainly
out the usual conserraLive
a very unproductive
way of
par ty endorsem ent due 10
effecting so-called integration.
his swncl on a Jurure devel·
I think that especially i11 new
opmenl plan for Sta ten Iscomrour;ities,
the
approach
land. R ece,11/y, he was apshould be to meet the total housing
pointed ro President Nixon 's
needs of the people whatever
11ew drug problem co uncil
their socio-economic level is.
along wi1h su ch national fig There we have our greatest opures as: Sam my Da1•is, Jr. and
portunity r eally to tackle the
Gale Sayers.
problem of segregation. Merely
to pitch a low cost housing project in the middle or an estabQ; W]LL YOU BE RUNNING
lished community is not going
FOR MAYOR IN THE NEXT
to produce any social change, and
MAYORAL ELECTION?
may only exacerbate the strained
A: I will have to determine
feelings and initiate a period
that next year. I certainly am
o! deterioration that certainly
thinking about it. Before I'm
can not be helpful to the obdefioiti vely committed, I cerjective of making housing availtainly want to make sure that
able on a desegregated basis .
all the premises exist for a
1 think we long have passed
forceful campaign and that I am
the question of whether housing
in fact a viable candidate. Tllat
of course is difficult to pndict, sllould be open or not. Every
American, whatever bis color or
Q: IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT
national origin or religio~ is
NYC IS 1JNGOVERNABLE AND
entitled without prejudice to comUNCONTROLLABLE. DO YOU
mand the type of living that bis
AGREE?
A: No, there are any oumber · means warrant. But l don't beof cities around the world that lieve scatter site housing is the
have an infinitely greater number answer. It bas only polarized,
of problems - where the life accentuated and exacerbated
and promoted even
expectancy may be 25 om- 26 feelings
years, where you have starva- greater segregation, which notion, disease, where you have body wants.
Q:
PlUV ATE LAND DEVEthe whole catalogue of afflictions that may visit mankind LOPERS SEEMINGLY HAVE
and yet they go on just as life LITTLE REGARD FOR THE
.,,~~ ~u . .N~-w Y~Tll. i,s. a -,w~altht COMMUNITY AT LARGE. WHAT
city that io fact has enormous CAN BE DONE AND SBDVLD
DONE TO PRESERVE
material and human resources. BE
There is no reason to consider OUR ENVIRONMENT AND PLAN
it ungovernable other than our SENSIBLE AND RESPONSIBLE
own inability to meet the chal- COMMUNITIES?
A: The question of environlenge, if we are incapable of
conducting our lives and our mental impact, of course, now is
public,
social, and personal · becoming very much a matter
affairs in a way that promotes of public awareness and there is
the welfare of au the people great discussion about expanding
of the city. We have bad mayors, the right of a citizen to sue
Mayor LaGuardia, for example , to include also the Mght to bring
who had far less powers than to the courts the question of
are vested in the office of the environmental impact. On an
mayor today and proved to be administrative basis we have
very effective administrators. done this in the state where we
The problems, perhaps, are of have the authority in the location
a different nature. Today's pro- of power sites. All decisions
blems al'e more complex; but affecting power siting must take
nevertheless, the solution lies into consideration the questions
in the ability and the commit- of environmental impact. We
ment we make _to_ solve the[!!_. have an opportunity in the new
Q:
HOWARD SAMUELS, IN communities, and I have cer AN
EXCLUSIVE
EQUITAS tainly made every effort to see
INTERVIEW, HAS DEFINED that this was reflected rightbere
"INTEGRATION" A A "SHORT in Richmond County. In South
PERIOD
BETWEEN
WHEN Richmond , we include all these
THE FIRST BLACK MOVES lN factors so that we are not treat-

ing land merely as an economic
commodity but are weaving into
it all of the other questions
that go into our lifestyle and
the preservation of those natural
assets with which Staten Island
is richly endowed. I think this
is where we will have our greatest opportunity. It is very dilficult to undo the damage that
has been done to great sections
of the city over past decades.

An exclusive EQUITAS interview

by Sal Bate and Jim Pagano

will,:

CHRISTOPHER JENCKS

Q:

OF HARVARD, IN A RECENTLY
RELEASED
THREE - YEAR
STUDY, HAS DISPUTED THE
IMPACT OF SCHOOLING ON
FUTURE JNCOME, INEFF'ECT,
IT SAYS, GIVING CHILDREN
BETTER
SCHOOLS IS NOT
GOING TO ELIMINATED POVERTY AND

ECONOMIC IN-

EQUALITY AMONG ADULTS .
PLEASE COMMENT ON THAT .
A:
Well, I would not want
to do Mr. Jencks an injustice
since I do not know the complete
context of his work; however,
it is obvious that in a world
that places a higher premium on
technological capacity and professional talent and skills, a
strong back is no longer sufficient.
U he is talking about
the quality and the kind of education, I agree with him that
we do not necessarily enrich
either the life of the individual
or bis economic opportunities by
helping him to waddle through a
liberal arts educatioo. Of greater
use may be training and educational experience of a different
nature in another craft or discipline, which would give greater
personal satisfaction and a sense
of personal fulfillment to that
individual.
We need greater
flexibility i.a primary training
and education to include other

disciplines and other educational
experiences that enable a person
to participate use!Ully and meaningfully in tomorrow's society.
Q:

TEN

YEARS AGO,. THE

WORD CONSUMERISM WAS NOT
IN THE
AVERAGE POLITICIAN' S HANDBOOK OF CATCHPHRASES.
TODAY, IT
HAS
TAKEN 0~ GREAT SIGNIFICANCE WITH THE PUBLIC.
WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS NEEDED IN THIS AREA?
A:
The doctrine of Caveat
Emptor has probably been the
prevailing notion of Western
society since the time of the
Romans , until very r ecent days ,
even in our own Anglo-Saxon
Jurispr udence, neve rtheless , the
fact that prOducts -ofamorecomplicated nature require disclosure indicates that the facts
or the marketplace have changed .
When I was a youngster aI11i I
went to buy a pound of rice, the

Advertising Schedule

grocer would scoop up the r ice,
throw it on the scales, and wrap
it up in a plain bag, and r would
take it home. Today, we are
faced with an array of products
and it is a little more difficult
for the buyer to discern ao.d to
know whether, in fact, he is
getting what he is being promised
by the advertising and by tile
packaging. So that this goes to
the question o! preventing fraud
by adequate disclosure. so that
the buyer is not treated on a
"buyer beware" basis but is adequately in!ormed, in order that he
can make up his own mind whether
he wants a product or not. Also,
we go into the question of safety.
We did not have to worry about
the safety of autos '10-80 years
ago. So we are dealing, as we
say, with a changing situation in
the market place itself, which
puts the consumer in a position
of disadvantage. If the man in
political life, today, is becoming
more sensitive to consumerism,
it is because today, it is, in fact,
a problem which did not exist
in. the dimensions of yesterday.
Q: HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT
THE INCREASED ROLE OF
WOMEN IN POLITICS?
A: I think this is an inevitable
outgrowth. There- is an increase
in women, there is an increase
in men, there is an iocrease of
population in government as our
society
becomes increasingly
more complex. 1'he fa<;:t that
some of the old barriers and
taboos are now crumbling aml
women are coming into their own
right, on the basis of educational
experience,
professional experience, and capability of carrying out and discharging important
responsibilities, indicates that
there is a great need in industry,
in professions, and in government for the best that is in all
of us. Women are needed and
anyone doubting that need only
r eview of the classified section
of the New York Times. Jobs
have to get done by those who
are capable of performing satisf actorily.
Q: WHAT WOULD YOU SAY
ARE THE THREE GREATEST
PROBLEMS FACING NEW YORK
CITY AND WHY?
A:
Tbe greatest cri sis is
the social crisis.
By that I
mean the sense of alienation that
people feel. It exists in varying
degr ees and we must do what
we can to reconstitute the sense
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of community, of family , in the
very broad sense as well as the
personal sense. This is ahuman
problem. The next problem is the
one of financing and achieving
a better delivery of municipal
services, and again this is related to the first problem of
people caring. It's not going
to be relieved by superhuman
public servants, or men on horseback who with the wave of a
magic wand
produce instant
changes. It's going to be produced by the collective efforts
and the collective realization o!
all the people that this is our
city and we have to make it tick.
The third problem we all share
throughout the country, and perhaps throughout the world is to
find our way back to a sense of
values, which, to my way of
thinking, have never changed but
have l'equired reinterpretation
so that they are relevant to
contemporary society.
Many in despair say there are
no values. We certainly have
them. One cyni,c said America
is the only nation in the world
that ever passed from barbarism
to decadence wit.bout every going
through civilization. I don't believe this. l think we are a,
civilized people and I think we '
can reinterpret and identify these
values in terms that we under stand and in terms of certainly
convulsive changes that ba ve been
produced by technology, by ~e
shrinking dimensions of a world
now easily travelled by plane,
by communications that bring us
into close contact
with one
another .
These are, I think, at least
speaking as a member of a city
and part of a larger society,
the three problems that .come to
my mind.
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WILL THE REAL PROF STAND

Talmudic Tradition:

Continued from page 1

Harbinger Of The Common Law
By FRED MEHL

Early m lls ll.lstory, Jt1daism
reahzed the pnmacy of law in
soclet . One of the "Seven La~s
of oah" (!Or runners of the
Jewish legal code) calls for lite
estabhsllment of courts to Im•
p.rtially bear grievances. Maimonides, m hls Code of Jew1sb
Law, emphasue that just as
one should not reside in a town
lack1ng schools or medical facililles. so should one live only
m a place which has a court
system.
The Talmud describes the
system of jurisprudence which
governed the state or Israel until
the year 70, ·hen Roman forces
conquered Jerusalem. A mulhvolumed. ric.hly varied work, the
Talmud is bas1cally the ··oral
Law" - the traditional narrati e
expansion and analysis of the
origrnal Mosaic law - reduced to
writing. It relates discussions
anct decisions made by rabbinic
jurists who apply Biblical {Torah)
law to sp~ilic cases.
SCRIPTURAL TORT LAW
CLARIFIED

An important and often misunderstood
example 1s
the
Biblical injunction or "an eye
for an eye." The Oral Trad.t•
tloo clearly modiiies thls rule
to mean payment of monetary
damages. In a theoretical, "pure
justice·· sens'E!. one wb.o destroys
another's eye should perhaps be
similarly punish . But a human
court might .infl1cl more damage
than the culprit caused. Since
such a. literal penalty would be
unrealistic, reasons the Talmud,
(man · i
remun r lion should
seek to repay tbe loss,
Many foUos of the Talmud deal
with "Ne:tlkin" - damages - and
explain sundry c ses. expressing
ruHngs ol diUeren authortties
and their reasoning. ln Civil
cases, three judges would hear
testimony. rr the defendant were
round to be at fault, he would be
levied with five measures of
damages· payment for (a) actual
physical damage; (b) pam and
suffering; (e) medical costs, (d)
Joss o! employment; and e) embarr ssmenl c.aused

certain crunes. he Talmud
points out thal one executlon in
seventy years was unusual. The
stones of wi nesses had to be
closely scrutinized. and capital
purushment could not be employed If the dependant bad not
been personally forewarned. before the completion of his cnme.
of il possible use against rum.
JI au 23 judges m a capital case
ruled "Guilty , tbe final verdict, surprisingly, was " 'ot
Gu.illy. "
Io Jewish law. procedure called for one of the
judges to present the state's
case. and another to present th
defendant's. II the vote were
23-0 ror conviction, observed the
Talmud, ll would show that the
defendant's side had not been
adequately represented. and the
accused had to go free.
While ln civil cases. admissions by a party were accep ed
as valid, this was not so in
cri mmal situations. The r1ght
against sell-mcrimrnation was
clearly espoused by the Jewish
court . The U S Constitution
guarantees one the right lo refuse to incriminate himself. Yet,
to the public, upleadingthe Fi!ht"
often sligma.tue the defendant,
who, tt is thought, must have
something 10 ILlde. In Jewish
I-aw, the defendant 1s prohibited
from making sell-mcrirninallng
statements, obviating the fear
or stigma
Unanimous verd1cts were not
required in capital cases. For
an acquittal, a rnaJority of one
(l?-11) as su!Iicient For conviction, howe\'er. a majority of
three (13-10) wai; the mrnlmum
requirement. Interestingly, the
Talmud relates that wbeo the
Z3 JudJ?es delib a\ed on the case
the Judge with the least Um on
the bench would speak first. This
process would continue, until the
senior judge spoke last. If the
order ere otherv.1se. submits
the Talmud, the newer Judges
might, subconc1ously or overtly,
be mfluenced to concur with the
opinions of lhei r more experienced colleagues.
11

MODERN COUNTERPART
Today rulings on religious laws
aml problems are made by contemporary rabbinic scholars, as

they relate basic principles to a
changing society. But in some
large cities, illcluding NewYork,
a"Biet Din'' (court) may be convened in civil disputes, with the
parUes presenting their arguments before three people ac•
quainted with "Halacha" (Jewish
law), who seek a compromise
after bearing the facts.
After many centuries, the Talmudk goal still is to create law,
stability, aod justice, and thereby
to enhance the quality or life.

NYLS-Pace College
Affilation Clarified
By DIANE IUSHEWITZ
Many of us have been wondering
what the advantages areofhaving
New York Law affiliated with
Pace College. Aside from the
obvious, such as use of their
bookstore, we are free to enjoy
the use of all their facilities cafeteria and snack bar, rathskeller , student center, and gym
Also, several or our students
are housed in the Pace dormitory
The sehool publishes a handbook called the Pacesetter, which
gives information on all its facilities. student services, and also
describes the City Hall area,
for those of us who don't know
this part of N. Y.C It is available at their Student Activities
Office at 41 Park RO\li.
some items which might be of
special interest to our students
include the following. Student
-1.\\\

\ns\lr.m

\or

CO'\/

r

aga1Ilst hospitahzatlo.n and maJor
med1cal
costs is
available
through Pace. For those presently without any kind of coverage it might be ·orth 1ookmg
into. Information may be obtained at the Office of Student
Personnel
Special rates !or commutation
tickets are offered by various
railroads. There are also other
rates available for full-time day
students who are not employed.
Contact the railroad for their
special applications and details.
Available in the Pace Student
A.ctivllies office wi.ll be discount

RULES lN CAPITAL CASES

ln presenting the interrogative
questions which must be asked
of witnesses to capiW cnmes
before they may testify i.n open
court, the Talmud meticulously
d mandS that the stories of all
wiln sses match exactly. Why
this emphasis on precise corrobOration?
Since, accordmg
to Jewish philosophy, every
hum n life has infinite wor h,
ex . utlng a per oo oo less than
conclus1ve proof ould be inexcusable.
"TherefOre was only a single
man (Adam)flrst created.'' st l s
the Talmud, "lo teach that i~
anyone destroy a single soul
from the children of man. Scnplure charges him as though be
bad destroyed
wllo1e world.
And hosoever rescues a single
soul, Scripture credits him as
though he h.ad saved a whale
world
And only one buman
betng was first created th t no
man may say to bis fellow, 'My
ancestor was greater than your
ancestor '"
Thus. while the Bible prescribes capital purushment for
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Walk-In, non-profit, licensed
Center for Reproductive and
Sexual Health (Women's Ser·
vteetl 424E. 62 St. 758-7310

lb.is arrangement dnd I posed
them to the Dean . First what
will happen to the SL'< hours
of mstruction that the evening
session did not receive? Tile
Dean assured me that this would
be made up either by Professor
LoLordo upon his return or by
Professor Schwartz. should Professor LoLordo be unable to
return this semester.
The Dean explarned that the
New York State Court of Appeals
requires under Us Rules ror
Admission of Attorneys to the
Practice of Law. that a three
year program. must follow the

tickets for
Madison Square
Garden events,
on and offBroadway theatres, and movies
Watch for special announcements
of comrng events,
such as
speakers or conceris, on lheir
bulletin boards and in their newspaper, which is also available.
You can check with the Pace
office for details 3Itd schedules
on all student act1vilir.s and facilities.

SBA PUBLISHES 'Z'
Continued from page 1
not be interes ed In tbis type
story and hopefuJly we can fill
the information gap and explore
issues not covered by EQUITAS "
Z 11111 offer columns to anyone
wrio wants
on
including
EQUJTAS, Law Review or an}'
other organization at N.Y. La.w
School
uu e ,

The Pubhc-at1on Comr tam h • right tu

m

limit lengths. Free advertise•
meots will also be accepted from
students.
Bergamo hopes to publish a
one-page informa 100 sheet and
alternate ii with a longer 5-10
page paper on alternate weeks.
Most important. Bergamo stated,
is the need for students lo participate. 'There ill be no z i
there 1s no help or response from
the student body. The paper will
Jive or die on the fact that
students will or wlU not gel
involved."
Pres ntly, Tom Matyas ts
helping Berga.mo on the project.

Women Under-Represented In Legal Field
By MARY KAHL
7hat Vlomen are unwelcome
in the Held of la"' cannot be
doubted but, nonetheless. many
pe-0ple do not recognise tlle ex tent of this preJud1ce against
women. Tins ts made very cleat
by !tome · Oor't
Sas ower
in the ABA Journal ai April
1971
'fhe urst woman was admitted
to the Bar in 1869, Just over
100 y rs ago. A oman be · me
a Judge for the first ume 50
years ago. Tb.is was derimle progress over the past centunes.
but his progres is nITT\ mov10
all too slowly. Today' ID the
Umted
ates, where 40
of
the work rorce is female, only
3 %of lhe lawy rs are women.
ihere has actually been a deere se ot tbe rauo of women
lawyers lo men since 1950 from
1:28 to 1:40. And this small per centage of women is not d1srrbuled evenly throughou the
legal profession not only are
women paid s1gmflcantly less than
men, but women are also overwhelmingly predom10ant in the
lo er echelons o( law and consp1cuousl
absent in partnerships, Judgeships and positions
of
legislative
and Jud1c1al

responsibility.
Out
of 10,000 judges in
the United States, only 200 are
women, and these ZOO are all
in the lo er courts.
As recently as 1968, 125 new
judgeships were created in N w
York tat . The demand was r1,· t
to have these JUdg ships Ctlled
to represent the g neral populal1on. Out of thes 125 seals. 2
were given lo women
Currently in New York Stat .
one woman, anette Oembltz, 1
runmng for the Court of Appeals,
which has Dever had a woman
Jushce. ln the past 20 years In
New York. every woman who has
left the bench has been replaced
by man
The United States, which prides
itself on equal opportunity !or
all, 1s r r behind other countries
in r spect tolhenumberoiwomen
in law. England . f ranee Sweden
and lh(! Ul>SR. for example. all
have far higher percentages
There 1s a great deal of v.ork
that needs lO be done lo
ameliorate the sad position ol
women in law. CurrE-nl trends
sbow that women and men are
both begrnnrng o realize the ineqwtl s of the treatment of woull!n
in law . Women are h1::ginning to
work 10 place themselves in an

-equal status with men, not only
m regard to lheir positions wllblJJ Ule legal structure, but also
with r spect to heir trea men\
as ind1v1duals 1th rights equal
to men under the law .

following scheme. T he progra m
is to consist of 9 ea_l mlar
weeks .
D1v1de this by thre
years and we arnve at 32 weeks
per year
Dmtle this by 2
semesters and we arnve at 16
eeks r semester . 15 weeks ol
classroom instruction and 1 week
for exams . This program In cludes 1280 classl'Oom periods
of 50 minutes each Therefore .
it is imperative that the lost
hme of the eve01ng students be
made up. Tbese requirements
can be round in the Jmliciary Law ,
Section 520.4, secllon (c), Instructional Requirements. subdivision (d).
ILLNESS POLICY
ext. I questioned the Dean
as to the ex.istence of any formal
policy governing the replacement
of faculty members wllo leave due
to illness. He said that as such
no formal policy existed. as to
so-called "back-up professors
for each course, the! designated
pinch-hitters. if vou will. The
faculty. he expla.med. is extremelv versatlle and can handle
these problems in stride as they
arise
This is to say. that as
a situation arises. the circum •
stances are reviewed and decisions are made.
Every member ot the .faculty
is more t11an qualifled to fill in
as a substitute In any of tlle
basic courses a.nd the} usually
volunteer when tbe need occurs
However. in the field of electives
and some of tbe specific Cields
an outside speciahsl may be
brought in
uch a problem
arose this year.
When ~r.
Grossman. who was slated to
teach New Jersey Practice, was
hospitalized the s · C>QJ procured \h1: serv~c s ol . ,r Fr n
Cuccio, who has vast ,ixpertence
as a member of a successful
New Jersey law firm. The Dean
explained that this was nothing
nev. and that the faculty have U1
the past always rilled in well.
Note;
Since this article wa,s
written Professor Schwartz's
stay has been extended. A new
time schedule bas been developed, bul a room that can accomodate the combined class bas
not yet been found. Tbe length
of lime that Schwartz will stay
has not been ome1ally set and
no decision as far as next semester bas been announced.
SEX

Now that we have your attention ...
EQU IT AS represents A LL the students of NYLS. Do
you feel strongly about some legal
on political issues? Express. yourself in print!
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